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ABSTRACT
Conventional desktop systems, such as Microsoft Windows or MacOS, are structured around applications. From a technical perspective the domain objects, such as emails or tasks, are contained within these applications. This separation of object graphs restricts interactions and integrations between applications to cases for which the original developers added support. Through the Home system we want to explore an alternative architecture for desktop systems supporting such ad-hoc integrations. This architecture is based on a single shared runtime object graph spanning all applications. We evolved and evaluated our architecture and the described mechanisms by using the resulting environment for over 13 months for everyday productivity tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Conventional desktop systems, such as Microsoft Windows or MacOS, are structured around applications [4, 8]. Each application is concerned with the organization and processing of certain objects of a domain. For example, an email application allows users to read, sort, and write emails and a teaching management application allows users to manage students and courses. While this architecture enables the independent development and execution of applications, it also prevents task-specific integration of applications.

From a technical perspective the domain objects are contained within the application (see Figure 1). During run-time these objects of the domain are represented as runtime domain objects. These are stored in the application-specific run-time object graph which is separated by process boundaries from the object graphs of other applications. Further, when the application is not running, the domain objects are stored in an application-specific file system location which is also separated from the locations of other applications.

This separation of object graphs restricts interactions and integrations between applications to cases for which the original developers added support. However, most interactions between applications are activity-specific and depend on the particular applications used [7, 11]. For example, a lecturer communicating with students might want to reference email objects and course objects in To-do items. Also, from the To-do list application, it should be possible to open a To-do item referencing these objects and jump into the email or teaching application. This is currently only possible if both applications allow access to the domain objects and the To-do application explicitly makes use of this access.

Through the Home system we want to explore an alternative architecture for desktop systems supporting such ad-hoc integrations. This architecture is based on a single shared runtime object graph spanning all applications as is provided by Smalltalk-like systems or Lisp Machines (see Figure 2) [2, 5, 12]. Thereby, every application can access the objects of other applications and operate on them through calling methods.

The Home system is an extension of the existing Squeak/Smalltalk environment [6], which is a good starting ground as it already provides a persistent global runtime object graph. However,
Figure 2: An illustration of the object graph in the Home system. The object graph of both applications is connected and the application boundaries are less distinct. Nevertheless, access to domain objects such as the document one on the right might be difficult without detailed knowledge about the implementation of the second application. The *soup* provides global access to all such domain objects.

In a Smalltalk image there is no distinction between domain objects and transient technical objects. Consequently, access to the domain objects of another application can be complicated (see Figure 2). Thus, as a first step besides new tools, we extended the environment with mechanisms for easier access to domain objects, mechanisms for extending domain objects with application-specific data, and a convenience interface to access potentially absent instance variables. We evolved and evaluated our architecture and the described mechanisms by using the resulting environment for over 13 months for everyday productivity tasks.

## 2 MECHANISMS OF THE HOME SYSTEM

To allow easy access to domain objects, users of the system can implement their domain object class as a subclass of `PersistentObject`. This class automatically takes care of making these objects globally accessible through a special collection called *soup* (see Figure 2). The soup is a global set containing all domain objects in the system. In this architecture, applications get their data mostly from querying the soup. The following example shows a query for getting the list of open To-dos:

```smalltalk
soup select: [:object | object isToDo
    and: [:object ? #isDone = false]
    and: [:object
        answer: #scheduledFor
        or: Date tomorrow]
    <= Date today]
```

Further, applications might want to store additional information on existing domain objects, so we added object-specific instance variables. In the example, the `scheduledFor` and `isDone` fields are not defined in the `ToDo` class but are added to instances. As these fields could be absent, code has to be more defensive in accessing fields. Thus, we added a convenience interface consisting of methods returning the value or an appropriate value representing absence (for example the `answer:or: method in the example above).

## 3 EVALUATION

We evaluate whether such an open architecture can lead to a tighter integration by using the system for everyday tasks during the past 13 months [1]. So far, the author spends over 50% of his time at the computer within the environment and common productivity tasks (task, email, document management) happen almost exclusively in the environment (for an impression see Figure 3). We collect data by recording the time spent in the environment as well as a semi-structured diary to record interesting incidents [9]. Through this exploratory study we discover interesting synergies and future requirements. A recent insight is that the soup, even combined with a hierarchical ordering system for objects, leads to an impression of loosing track of data.

## 4 RELATED WORK

Operating and desktop systems build upon one global storage model can provide similar capabilities to users, for example Unix through the philosophy of "everything is a file" or Lisp Machines [2, 10]. Further, scripting languages on operating system level (for example AppleScript or Visual Basic Script [3, 13]) can enable ad-hoc integration to some extent. However, they restrict access to the interface provided by the original application developers.
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